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Steve Biko Memorial Lecture by Advocate Mojanku Gumbi 

10 Sept. 2015 

 

1.] In his often cited 1965 directive to his Party, the African Party for the Independence 

of Guinea and Cape Verde, the celebrated African scholar and leader Amilcar Cabral 

called upon his party members to: 

 

2.] “Always bear in mind that the people are not fighting for ideas, for the things in 

anyone’s head. They are fighting to win material benefits, to live better and in peace, 

to see their lives go forward, to guarantee the future of their children” 

 

3.] He ends this directive as follows: 

 

4.] “Hide nothing from the masses of our people. Tell no lies. Expose lies whenever they 

are told. Mask no difficulties, mistakes, failures. Claim no easy victories”. 

 

5.] I intend to do my best to tell no lies. The size of the South African economy is almost 

R4 trillion (R3.8 trillion). The 2015 Statistics South Africa (StatsSA) mid-year 

population estimates put the population size at 54.9 million. The figures from Census 

2011, which are the most complete and the ones I will use hereunder, puts the 

population at 51.7 million.  

 

6.] In 2006, 57.2% of the population was poor. In 2009 the figure was 56.8% and in 

2011, using the best measure, 45.5%. Of the poor, 93.2% of them are black. That 

means, using the best figure, 23.6 million people were poor in 2011. (A UCT study 

published this week puts the figure of the poor at 63% of the population). Whatever 

the number, we have a serious problem on our hands. 

 

7.] Of the 23.6 million poor people, 94.2% are black, up from 92.9% in 2006 and 93.2% 

in 2009. 

 

8.] This did not happen by mistake. It is a result of a detailed policy that was 

implemented to sustain white privilege. 
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9.] This is how it happened. White settlers arrived in South Africa in the seventeenth 

century. They were supposed to just stop by to replenish their supplies, en route to 

the East. However, they stayed and waged ferocious battles against the indigenous 

populations.  

 

10.] They fought against each other as well, over our land. The dispossession that 

followed was absolute, with, for example, settlers like Colonel John Graham, who 

has been given the honour of having both a beautiful city and an institution of higher 

learning named after him, introducing the scorched earth policy.  

 

 

11.] The policies of dispossession where refined over the years, resulting in the settlers 

organising themselves under the banner of the National Party in 1960.  

 

12.] Source: http://thabombekifoundation.org/  

 

13.] Prof. John McMurtry, PhD, FRSC, is University Professor Emeritus at the University 

of Guelph and elected Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. His work has been 

translated from Latin America through Europe to Japan,  and he is the author/editor 

of UNESCO’s three-volume Philosophy and World Problems, as well as more 

recently, The Cancer Stage of Capitalism; From Crisis to Cure.   

 

The Davos Blind Eye: How the Rich Eat the Poor and the World 

The Big Lies 

By Prof. John McMurtry 

Global Research, January 24, 2016 

Theme: Global Economy, Poverty & Social Inequality 

 

14.] The just-released Oxfam Davos Report which the mass media have ignored 

arrestingly shows that 62 individuals – 388 in 2010 – now own more wealth 

than 50% of the world’s population. More shockingly, it reports from its 

uncontested public sources that this share of wealth by half of the world’s 

people has collapsed by over 40% in just the last five years. 

http://thabombekifoundation.org/
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15.] Yet the big lies persist even here that “the progress has been made in tackling world 

poverty” and “extreme poverty has been halved since 1990”. 

 

Reversing Undeniable Fact as Ultimate Justification 

16.] Unbelievably, the endlessly repeated assertion of the form that ‘the poor are 

being lifted out of poverty in ever greater numbers’ continues on untouched 

despite the hard evidence that, in fact, the poorer half of humanity has lost 

almost half of their wealth in just the last five years. 

 

17.] This big lie is significant in its implications. For not only is a pervasive claim about 

the success of globalization undeniably falsified while no-one notices it. Basic market 

theory and dogma collapses as a result. What is daily claimed as an infallible benefit 

of the global market is shown to be the opposite of reality. What does it mean for 

“trickle-down theory” when, in truth, the trickle down goes up in hundreds of billions 

of dollars to the rich from the already poor and destitute? 

 

18.] What can we say now of the tirelessly proclaimed doctrine that the global 

market brings “more wealth for all” when, in fact, unimpeachable business 

evidence shows the opposite reality on the ground and across the world. For 

the poor have undeniably lost almost half their share of global wealth while the 

richest have multiplied theirs at the same time. 

 

19.] The evidence proves, in short, that the main moral and economic claims justifying 

the global market are very big lies becoming bigger all the time. 

Worse than delusional, the lived reality of impoverishment of billions of people is 

reversed, the victims are continually proclaimed to be doing better under the system 

that increasingly deprives them of what little they have, and a trillion dollars worth of 

loss to the poorer half of humanity ends up in the pockets of the rich within only five 

years. 

 

20.] While the ever bigger lies go on justifying the global system that eats the poor 

alive as “poverty amelioration”, ever more of the same policies of 

accumulation by dispossession justify still more stripping of the majority as 
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more “austerity”, more “welfare cuts”, and more “labor flexibility” – in a word, 

more starvation and depredation of people’s lives and life conditions as “more 

freedom and prosperity for all”. 

 

21.] The Statistical Shell Game that Masks the Life-Devouring Reality As World 

Bank, IMF and like figures claim to show the uplifting of the poor out of 

poverty across the world, media of record like The Guardian and the New York 

Times report the claims with headlines to show all is well and getter for the 

poor and the majority as they are in fact grindingly reduced in their actual 

lives, work and life security. Thus the very big lies are instituted as given facts 

which economists and social scientists propagate without a blink. 

 

22.] In fact, these alleged great gains for the poor out of poverty and absolute poverty 

alike are based on income gains of less than a cup of coffee a day, an observation 

that is so well blocked from view that readers may now be seeing it for the first time. 

Thus the hypnotic thrall of the big lies is sustained, while no other life support system 

is. I have had economists and interviewers of high note respond angrily when this 

delusion is pointed out, as if I was letting down the poor rather than exposing the big 

lies. In this way, we find that the masking falsehoods have gone so deep into expert 

and public assumption that the real-life world can no longer be engaged. These big 

lies then work in the background to the non-stop big lies that precede endless foreign 

conflicts and wars to “defend the free world”. 

 

23.] No-one appears to observe that the income gains ’lifting the poor out of poverty’ 

typically refer to emigrants from the countryside into polluted cities, insecure and 

dehumanized life conditions for those who formerly had at least a family dwelling, 

clean air and water and living horizons.  In short, the standard $1.50 +/- measure of 

uplift out of poverty and extreme poverty is inhumanly absurd, but triumphally used 

as proof that the system is serving the least too. 

 

24.] The Counter-Revolution against Social Evolution that Engineers Deepening 

Recession 
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25.] Throughout the unseen redistribution of wealth from the poor to the rich (now 

buried in much talk of “inequality”), ever more “market reforms” are enforced 

as “enhanced competition”, “liberalized de-regulation”,  “reduced welfare 

costs” and “austerity programs to correct excesses”. The “excessive 

entitlements” of the system are all projected on the victims so that  the truly 

insane entitlements of the richest to multiply their fortunes with no committed 

life function, value or coordinate but still more money-demand for them is 

somehow not noticed. This is yet another level of normalized big lies forming 

the ruling thought system. 

 

26.] In fact beneath the pervasive propaganda conditioning citizens to believe in the 

private money shell game devouring the world, the poorer half of humanity has been 

deprived of one trillion dollars of wealth while the 62 richest people have gained 

almost twice as much for themselves by the operations of this global disorder. Yet 

the Davos Report further emphasizes that still another US $760 billion goes annually 

to non-producing investors by immense transnational tax evasion with impunity 

across the world. Again the borderless money-capital freedom of ‘globalization’ 

vastly enriches the richest, while simultaneously doubling down on deprivation of the 

poor as ‘poverty reduction’. 

 

27.] Here the system is programmed in effect to strip the funding of all public sectors and 

institutions which have evolved to serve the common life interest. Public services 

and infrastructures too are perpetually driven towards bankruptcy not only by never-

ending defunding, cutbacks, privatizations, and corporate lobby control of public 

policies and subsidies, but by ever-soaring public tax evasion near one trillion dollars 

annually about which governments and trade treaties have done nothing to correct 

yet. 

28.] Thus governments which could invest in sustaining humanity’s social and ecological 

life support systems from growing deterioration and collapse are now systematically 

bankrupted or debt enslaved along with most citizens. In consequence without 

governments knowing why, the world economy slips into ever deeper recession from 

the collapse of economic demand at the public and majority levels. 

 

Eating the World Alive as Global Competition 
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29.] The new law of human evolution is that are required to compete for more 

money and commodities for themselves as “necessary to survive”, with the 

borderless system de-regulated and structured to increasingly impoverish the 

great majority while multiplying the wealth of the rich. The facts are now long 

in. Corporate globalization is not only out of control. It is eating the world alive 

at all levels towards cumulative collapse of organic, social and ecological life 

organization. Global competition means, in fact, the majority’s life means and 

security keep falling as the environment is looted and polluted on ever larger scales 

of depredation. Yet only “more growth” of this system is imagined as a solution. The 

system is clinically insane. 

 

30.] While the common life-ground is blinkered out a-priori by the ruling value 

system, those deprived and left behind disappear into multi-level big lies 

proclaiming the opposite. This is why the facts are not reported. This is why 

claimed actions to stop the world bleeding blinker out the system disorder causing 

them. This is why even progressives assume economic falsehoods as if they were 

true. Like a cancer system at the macro level, this exponentially multiplying private 

money-sequence system has only one set-point – to blindly grow itself while masking 

the life-devouring disorder as “enhancing people’s well-being”. 

 

31.] The original source of this article is Global Research, 2016 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-davos-blind-eye-how-the-rich-eat-the-poor-and-the-

world/5503273  

 

32.] Predatory Capitalism: 

33.] US dollar is the world reserve currency, which means that it is the means of 

international payment and that foreign central banks hold US dollars as reserves to 

secure the values of their own currencies.  As the LAW MERCHANT governs all 

commerce it is clear that it is a global system thereby providing sufficient logical 

reason that what holds true for America as stated herein by experts in their field also 

holds true for South Africa.  

Judge Jed S. Rakoff: 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-davos-blind-eye-how-the-rich-eat-the-poor-and-the-world/5503273
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-davos-blind-eye-how-the-rich-eat-the-poor-and-the-world/5503273
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34.] Jed Saul Rakoff is a United States District Judge on senior status for the Southern 

District of New York. From his article: 

 

The Financial Crisis: Why Have No High-Level Executives Been Prosecuted? 

35.] ..."One possibility, already mentioned, is that no fraud was committed. This 

possibility should not be discounted. Every case is different, and I, for one, have no 

opinion about whether criminal fraud was committed in any given instance. 

36.] But the stated opinion of those government entities asked to examine the 

financial crisis overall is not that no fraud was committed. Quite the contrary. 

For example, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, in its final report, uses 

variants of the word “fraud” no fewer than 157 times in describing what led to 

the crisis, concluding that there was a “systemic breakdown,” not just in 

accountability, but also in ethical behavior. 

37.] As the commission found, the signs of fraud were everywhere to be seen, with 

the number of reports of suspected mortgage fraud rising twenty-fold between 

1996 and 2005 and then doubling again in the next four years. As early as 

2004, FBI Assistant Director Chris Swecker was publicly warning of the 

“pervasive problem” of mortgage fraud, driven by the voracious demand for 

mortgage-backed securities. Similar warnings, many from within the financial 

community, were disregarded, not because they were viewed as inaccurate, 

but because, as one high-level banker put it, “A decision was made that ‘We’re 

going to have to hold our nose and start buying the stated product if we want 

to stay in business.’” 

38.] Without giving further examples, the point is that, in the aftermath of the 

financial crisis, the prevailing view of many government officials (as well as 

others) was that the crisis was in material respects the product of intentional 

fraud. In a nutshell, the fraud, they argued, was a simple one. Subprime 

mortgages, i.e., mortgages of dubious creditworthiness, increasingly provided 

the chief collateral for highly leveraged securities that were marketed as AAA, 

i.e., securities of very low risk. How could this transformation of a sow’s ear 
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into a silk purse be accomplished unless someone dissembled along the 

way?... 

39.] In conclusion, I want to stress again that I do not claim that the financial crisis 

that is still causing so many of us so much pain and despondency was the 

product, in whole or in part, of fraudulent misconduct. But if it was—as various 

governmental authorities have asserted it was—then the failure of the 

government to bring to justice those responsible for such colossal fraud 

bespeaks weaknesses in our prosecutorial system that need to be addressed." 

Source: http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/01/09/financial-crisis-why-no-

executive-prosecutions/  

40.] South Africa is also governed under the LAW MERCHANT by the US dominated 

Federal Reserve banking system and an independent impartial Financial 

Investigative Committee into intentional fraud of subprime mortgages needs to be 

investigated.  

Dr. Paul Craig Roberts: 

41.] Dr Roberts was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy and 

associate editor of the Wall Street Journal. He was columnist for Business Week, 

Scripps Howard News Service, and Creators Syndicate. He has had many university 

appointments. His internet columns have attracted a worldwide following. His latest 

book, The Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism and Economic Dissolution of the 

West is now available. 

 

Humanity Is Drowning In Washington’s Criminality 

42.] Americans will soon be locked into an unaccountable police state unless US 

Representatives and Senators find the courage to ask questions and to sanction the 

executive branch officials who break the law, violate the Constitution, withhold 

information from Congress, and give false information about their crimes against law, 

the Constitution, the American people and those in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, 

Iraq, Libya, Syria, Somalia, Guantanamo, and elsewhere. Congress needs to use the 

impeachment power that the Constitution provides and cease being subservient to 

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/01/09/financial-crisis-why-no-executive-prosecutions/
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/01/09/financial-crisis-why-no-executive-prosecutions/
http://www.amazon.com/Failure-Capitalism-Economic-Dissolution-ebook/dp/B00BLPJNWE/?tag=paulcraigrobe-20
http://www.amazon.com/Failure-Capitalism-Economic-Dissolution-ebook/dp/B00BLPJNWE/?tag=paulcraigrobe-20
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the lawless executive branch. The US faces no threat that justifies the lawlessness 

and abuse of police powers that characterize the executive branch in the 21st 

century. 

 

43.] Impeachment is the most important power of Congress. Impeachment is what 

protects the citizens, the Constitution, and the other branches of government 

from abuse by the executive branch. If the power to remove abusive executive 

branch officials is not used, the power ceases to exist. An unused power is 

like a dead letter law. Its authority disappears. By acquiescing to executive 

branch lawlessness, Congress has allowed the executive branch to place itself 

above law and to escape accountability for its violations of law and the Constitution. 

Source: http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article35843.htm  

44.] We say that this holds true for South Africa and that an unused power to impeach 

those breaking the law is a dead-letter law.  Section 33(1) of the Bill of Rights gives 

everyone “the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and 

procedurally fair.” 

The Social Cost Of Capitalism — Paul Craig Roberts 

Published May 30th 2013 

45.] When I was a graduate student in economics, the social cost of capitalism was 

a big issue in economic theory. Since those decades ago, the social costs of 

capitalism have exploded, but the issue seems no longer to trouble the 

economics profession. 

46.] Social costs are costs of production that are not born by the producer or included in 

the price of the product. There are many classic examples: the pollution of air, water, 

and land from mining, fracking, oil drilling and pipeline spills, chemical fertilizer 

farming, GMOs, pesticides, radioactivity released from nuclear accidents, and the 

pollution of food by antibiotics and artificial hormones. Some economists believe that 

these traditional social costs can be dealt with by well-defined property rights. Others 

think that benevolent government will control social costs in the interests of society. 

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article35843.htm
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47.] Today there are new social costs brought by globalism. For developed 

countries, these are unemployment, lost consumer income, tax base, and GDP 

growth, and rising trade and current account deficits from the offshoring of 

manufacturing and tradable professional service jobs. The trade and current 

account deficits can result in a falling exchange value of the currency and 

rising inflation from import prices. For underdeveloped countries, the costs 

are the loss of self-sufficiency and the transformation of agriculture into 

monocultures to feed the needs of international corporations. 

48.] Economists are oblivious to this new epidemic of social costs, because they 

mistakenly think that globalism is free trade and that free trade is always 

beneficial. 

49.] Economists are also unaware of the social costs of deregulation. The ongoing 

financial crisis which requires massive public subsidies to “banks too big to 

fail” is a social cost resulting from government accommodating Wall Street 

pressure to deregulate the financial system by repealing the Glass-Steagall 

Act, by removing the position limits on speculators, by preventing the CFTC 

from regulating derivatives, and by turning the Anti-Trust Act into dead-letter 

law and permitting massive economic concentrations. The social costs of 

successful corporate lobbying is enormous. But economists who believe that 

markets are self-regulating imagine that an enormous gain in efficiency has 

occurred, not massive social costs.  

50.] In order to keep the deregulated financial system afloat, the Federal Reserve 

has monetized trillions of dollars of debt over the last several years. Real 

interest rates have been driven into negative territory. Retirees are unable to 

earn any interest income on their savings and have to draw down their capital 

in order to cover their living expenses.  

51.] The liquidity injected into financial markets by the Federal Reserve’s policy of 

quantitative easing has produced huge bond and stock market bubbles. When they 

pop, more American wealth will be wiped out and more jobs will be lost. 

52.] Consider just one example of the social costs of jobs offshoring. When US 

corporations produce abroad the goods and services that they market to Americans, 

the goods and services that flow into the US arrive as imports. Thus, the trade deficit 

rises dollar for dollar.  
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53.] The trade deficit means that the US has imported more than it has earned in foreign 

currencies by exporting. For most countries this would be a problem, but not for the 

US. The US dollar is the world reserve currency, which means that it is the 

means of international payment and that foreign central banks hold US dollars 

as reserves to secure the values of their own currencies.  

54.] With the passage of time, this advantage becomes a disadvantage, because 

foreigners use the dollars gained from their trade surpluses to buy up American 

income-producing assets. They buy US Treasury bonds and US corporate bonds, 

and the interest income leaves the country. They purchase US companies, and the 

profits, dividends and capital gains leave the country. They lease Chicago’s parking 

meters and American toll roads, and the revenues flow abroad.  

55.] The enormous outflow of income streams creates a large current account 

deficit for the US, which means that foreigners have even more surplus dollars 

with which to buy up more US assets. In other words, a chronic trade deficit is 

a way to redirect a country’s revenues and profits into overseas hands. 

56.] The ownership of a country changes from its own citizens to foreigners. According to 

Reuters, in 1971 foreign companies owned 1.3% of all corporate US assets. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/08/27/us-companies-ownership-usa-

idUSN2744743020080827  

57.] By 2008 foreigners owned 14.2 percent of all US industries, including 21.5% of 

mining, 25% of manufacturing, 30.2% of wholesale trade, 12% of information 

industries, 12% of real estate, 15% of finance and insurance, 25% of professional, 

scientific, and technical services, 11% of entertainment and recreation and 11% of 

accommodation and food services, according to a report from Economy In Crisis. 

http://americawakeup.net/ownership  

58.] Numerous famous American brand names now are companies owned by foreigners. 

Budweiser belongs to a Dutch company. Alka Seltzer belongs to a German 

company. Firestone belongs to a Japanese company. The magazines Car and 

Driver and Woman’s Day are owned by a French company. Gerber baby food and 

Purina dog food belong to Swiss companies. Hellman’s Mayonnaise and Ben & 

Jerry’s ice cream belong to UK companies. Many thousands of former US 

companies have moved into foreign control as a result of the US trade deficit, which 

is swollen by the offshored production of US corporations.  

http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/08/27/us-companies-ownership-usa-idUSN2744743020080827
http://www.reuters.com/article/2008/08/27/us-companies-ownership-usa-idUSN2744743020080827
http://americawakeup.net/ownership
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59.] The policy of chasing lowest labor cost abroad, that is, of pursuing absolute 

advantage, the antithesis of comparative advantage which is the basis of free trade, 

is the redirection of US profits, capital gains, rents, interest, parking meter and toll 

road fees into foreign hands.  

60.] Thus, there is a high social cost from corporate executives pursuing short-term 

profits in order to maximize their performance bonuses. The profits from offshored 

production are not indications of economic efficiency and social welfare. Most likely, 

the social costs to the US of offshored production are larger than the profits gained, 

making jobs offshoring a net loss to the US economy. There is little doubt that the 

social costs of GMOs exceed the profits of Monsanto. 

61.] But don’t expect mainstream economists to pay any attention. They are still 

waxing eloquently about the advantages of Globalism’s gift of the New 

Economy of high unemployment and low wages, financial crisis and dollar 

erosion. http://rt.com/usa/dollar-danger-as-world-currency-977/  

62.] Source: http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2013/05/30/the-social-cost-of-capitalism-

paul-craig-roberts/  

 

63.] The erosion of the value of the Rand alone is a clear indication that we need to 

urgently address the social costs of capitalism.  

 

Does the United States Still Exist? 

64.] …Other aspects of our legal protections have been overturned, such as the long 

standing rule that crime requires intent. William Blackstone wrote: “An unwarrantable 

act without a vicious will is no crime at all.” But today we have crimes without intent. 

You can commit a crime and not even know it. See for example, Harvey Silverglate, 

Three Felonies A Day: How the Feds Target the Innocent. 

65.] Our civil liberties are often said to be “natural rights” to which we are entitled. 

However, in historical fact civil liberty is a human achievement that required 

centuries of struggle. The long struggle for accountable law that culminated in the 

Glorious Revolution in England in the late 17th century can be traced back to Alfred 

the Great’s codification of English common law in the 9th century and to the Magna 

Carter in the early 13th century. Instead of issuing kingly edicts, Alfred based law on 

the traditional customs and behavior of the people. The Glorious Revolution 

http://rt.com/usa/dollar-danger-as-world-currency-977/
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2013/05/30/the-social-cost-of-capitalism-paul-craig-roberts/
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2013/05/30/the-social-cost-of-capitalism-paul-craig-roberts/
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established the supremacy of the people over the law and held the king and 

government accountable to law. The United States and other former British colonies 

inherited this accomplishment, an accomplishment that makes law a shield of the 

people and not a weapon in the hands of the state. 

66.] Today law as a shield of the people has been lost. The loss was gradual over time 

and culminated in the George W. Bush and Obama regime assaults on habeas 

corpus and due process. Lawrence Stratton and I explain how the law was lost in our 

book, The Tyranny of Good Intentions. Beginning with Jeremy Bentham in the late 

18th century, liberals saw the protective shield of law as a constraint on the 

government’s ability to do good. Bentham redefined liberty as the freedom of 

government from restraint, not the freedom of people from government. Bentham’s 

influence grew over time until in our own day, to use the worlds of Sir Thomas More 

in A man for All Seasons, the law was cut down so as to better chase after devils. 

67.] We cut down the law so that we could better chase after the Mafia. 

We cut down the law so that we could better chase after drug users. 

We cut down the law so that we could better chase after child abusers. 

We cut down the law so that we could better chase after “terrorists.” 

We cut down the law so that we could better chase after whistleblowers. 

We cut down the law so that we could better cover up the government’s crimes. 

Today the law is cut down. Any one of us can be arrested on bogus charges and be 

helpless to do anything about it. 

68.] Historically, a government that can, without due process, throw a citizen into a 

dungeon or summarily execute him is considered to be a tyranny, not a democracy. 

By any historical definition, the United States today is a tyranny. 

The original source of this article is Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, Global Research, 2016 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-united-states-still-exist/5516662 

Coup D’etat 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-united-states-still-exist/5516662
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69.] July 14, 2013 Information Clearing House -The American people have suffered a 

coup d’etat, but they are hesitant to acknowledge it. The regime ruling in Washington 

today lacks constitutional and legal legitimacy. Americans are ruled by usurpers who 

claim that the executive branch is above the law and that the US Constitution is a 

mere “scrap of paper.” 

70.] An unconstitutional government is an illegitimate government. The oath of allegiance 

requires defense of the Constitution “against all enemies, foreign and domestic.” As 

the Founding Fathers made clear, the main enemy of the Constitution is the 

government itself. Power does not like to be bound and tied down and constantly 

works to free itself from constraints. 

71.] The basis of the regime in Washington is nothing but usurped power. The Obama 

Regime, like the Bush/Cheney Regime, has no legitimacy. Americans are oppressed 

by an illegitimate government ruling, not by law and the Constitution, but by lies and 

naked force. Those in government see the US Constitution as a “chain that binds our 

hands.” 

72.] The South African apartheid regime was more legitimate than the regime in 

Washington. The apartheid Israeli regime in Palestine is more legitimate. The 

Taliban are more legitimate. Muammar Gaddafi and Saddam Hussein were more 

legitimate. 

Paul Craig Roberts. 

Source: http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article35541.htm 

73.] Congressman Blows the Whistle on Congress! 

74.] Congressman Greg Walden represents Harney County, Oregon, U.S.A. The 

Congressman also, openly states of his personal recognition of abusive policies over 

the last two administrations.   He also notes the criminal behavior of agencies and 

the courts. 

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article35541.htm
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75.] “And why should you support the demonstration, because there is no federal 

government acting on the delegated authority on the governed. The Corporation in 

Washington D.C., is a mostly foreign owned Corporation, which has been 

misrepresenting itself, as the lawful government of the American people of the 

Continental United States of America. That, my dear Congressman is a criminal 

matter of impersonation. Criminal impersonation!” 

Source: http://scannedretina.com/2016/03/10/congressman-blows-the-whistle-on-

congress/ 

76.] SHADOW GOVERNMENT: The Three Known Governmental Branches – 

Executive, Judicial & Legislative are Controlled by a Covert Fourth Branch – 

The ‘Deep State’ 

77.] Born in Montreal in 1929, Peter Dale Scott is a former diplomat, a poet and a writer. 

He is also Professor emeritus of English literature at the University of California, 

Berkely. Known for his anti-war stance and his criticism of U.S. foreign policy dating 

back to the Vietnam War, Peter Dale Scott is an author and political analyst hailed by 

critics and acknowledged by his peers, including Daniel Ellsberg known as the “man 

who toppled Nixon”. 

The “Deep State” behind U.S. democracy: In his book ‘The Road to 9/11’, now 

available in French, Professor Peter Dale Scott traces back the history of the “Deep 

State” in the United States, that is to say the secret structure that steers defense and 

foreign policy behind the facade of democracy. His analysis lifts the veil on the group 

that organised the September 11 attacks and which finances itself through 

international trafficking networks. Regarded as a reference book, The Road to 9/11 

already features as recommended reading at military-diplomatic academies. 

Source: 

http://rielpolitik.com/2016/03/24/shadow-government-the-three-known-governmental-

branches-executive-judicial-legislative-are-controlled-by-a-covert-fourth-branch-the-

deep-state/ 

http://scannedretina.com/2016/03/10/congressman-blows-the-whistle-on-congress/
http://scannedretina.com/2016/03/10/congressman-blows-the-whistle-on-congress/
http://rielpolitik.com/2016/03/24/shadow-government-the-three-known-governmental-branches-executive-judicial-legislative-are-controlled-by-a-covert-fourth-branch-the-deep-state/
http://rielpolitik.com/2016/03/24/shadow-government-the-three-known-governmental-branches-executive-judicial-legislative-are-controlled-by-a-covert-fourth-branch-the-deep-state/
http://rielpolitik.com/2016/03/24/shadow-government-the-three-known-governmental-branches-executive-judicial-legislative-are-controlled-by-a-covert-fourth-branch-the-deep-state/
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Naomi Klein: 

78.] NAOMI KLEIN is an award-winning journalist, syndicated columnist and author of the 

New York Times and #1 international bestseller, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of 

Disaster Capitalism. Published worldwide in 2007, The Shock Doctrine is being 

published in 30 languages and has over a million copies in print. It appeared on 

multiple ‘best of year’ lists including as a New York Times Critics’ Pick of the Year. 

Rachel Maddow called The Shock Doctrine, "The only book of the last few years in 

American publishing that I would describe as a mandatory must-read.” 

 

The Psychological Trauma Inflicted by Predatory Capitalism 

79.] The film also explores the “economic shock therapy” developed by the late University 

of Chicago economist Milton Friedman. Friedman was a master at exploiting natural 

and contrived disasters to impose the kind of extreme free market reforms that crush 

unions and wages, shut down or privatise public services and create massive 

unemployment – while simultaneously transferring obscene amounts of wealth from 

the working and middle classes to the rich. 

80.] <iframe width="420" height="315" 

src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/hA736oK9FPg" frameborder="0" 

allowfullscreen></iframe> 

 

The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

81.] Quotes from Naomi Klein’s bestseller: 

 

82.] “The parties with the most gain never show up on the battlefield.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

83.] “When it comes to paying contractors, the sky is the limit; when it comes to financing 

the basic functions of the state, the coffers are empty.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

84.] “What we have been living for three decades is frontier capitalism, with the frontier 

constantly shifting location from crisis to crisis, moving on as soon as the law 

catches up. ”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    
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85.] “The American Society of Civil Engineers said in 2007 that the U.S. had fallen so far 

behind in maintaining its public infrastructure -- roads, bridges, schools, dams -- that 

it would take more than a trillion and half dollars over five years to bring it back up to 

standard. Instead, these types of expenditures are being cut back. At the same time, 

public infrastructure around the world is facing unprecedented stress, with 

hurricanes, cyclones, floods and forest fires all increasing in frequency and intensity. 

It's easy to imagine a future in which growing numbers of cities have their frail and 

long-neglected infrastructures knocked out by disasters and then are left to rot, their 

core services never repaired or rehabilitated. The well-off, meanwhile, will withdraw 

into gated communities, their needs met by privatized providers. ”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

86.] “Like Russia's gangsterism and Bush's cronyism, contemporary Iraq is a creation of 

the fifty-year crusade to privatize the world. Rather than being disowned by its 

creators, it deserves to be seen as the purest incarnation yet of the ideology that 

gave it birth.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

87.] “Regardless of the overall state of the economy, there is now a large enough elite 

made up of new multi-millionaires and billionaires for Wall Street to see the group as 

"superconsumers," able to carry consumer demand all on their own.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

88.] “protected businesses never, never become competitive ... Halliburton, Bechtel, 

Parsons, KPMG, RTI, Blackwater and all other U.S. corporations that were in Iraq to 

take advantage of the reconstruction were part of a vast protectionist racket whereby 

the U.S. government had created their markets with war, barred their competitors 

from even entering the race, then paid them to do the work, while guaranteeing them 

a profit to boot - all at taxpayer expense.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

89.] “The theory of economic shock therapy relies in part on the role of expectations on 

feeding an inflationary process. Reining in inflation requires not only changing 
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monetary policy but also changing the behavior of consumers, employers and 

workers. The role of a sudden, jarring policy shift is that it quickly alters expectations, 

signaling to the public that the rules of the game have changed dramatically - prices 

will not keep rising, nor will wages. ”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

 

90.] “...while the IMF certainly failed the people of Asia, it did not fail Wall Street - far from 

it. The hot money may have been spooked by the IMF's drastic measures, but the 

large investment houses and multinational firms were emboldened...These fun-

seeking firms understood that as a result of the IMF's "adjustments," pretty much 

everything in Asia was now up for sale - and the more the market panicked, the more 

desperate Asian companies would be to sell, pushing their prices through the floor.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

91.] “The widespread abuse...is a virtually foolproof indication that politicians are trying to 

impose a system - whether political , religious or economic - that is rejected by large 

numbers of the people they are ruling...an indicator of a regime that is engaged in a 

deeply anti-democratic project, even if that regime happens to have come to power 

through elections.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

92.] “in moments of crisis, people are willing to hand over a great deal of power to 

anyone who claims to have a magic cure—whether the crisis is a financial meltdown 

or, as the Bush administration would later show, a terrorist attack.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

93.] “The dirty secret of the neoliberal era is that these ideas were never defeated in a 

great battle of ideas, nor were they voted down in elections. They were shocked out 

of the way at key political junctures.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    
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94.] “This is what Keynes had meant when he warned of the dangers of economic 

chaos—you never know what combination of rage, racism and revolution will be 

unleashed.”  

95.] ― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

96.] “As a means of extracting information during interrogations, torture is notoriously 

unreliable, but as a means of terrorizing and controlling populations, nothing is quite 

as effective.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

97.] “there is no humane way to rule people against their will.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

98.] “The Marshall Plan was the ultimate weapon deployed on this economic front. After 

the war, the German economy was in crisis, threatening to bring down the rest of 

Western Europe. Meanwhile, so many Germans were drawn to socialism that the 

U.S. government opted to split Germany into two parts rather than risk losing it all, 

either to collapse or to the left. In West Germany, the U.S. government used the 

Marshall Plan to build a capitalist system that was not meant to create fast and easy 

new markets for Ford and Sears but, rather, to be so successful on its own terms 

that Europe’s market economy would thrive and socialism would be drained of its 

appeal.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

99.] “Good times make bad policy. —Mohammad Sadli, economic adviser to Indonesia’s 

General Suharto2”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

100.] “According to these new rules, the U.S. government was free to use the methods it 

had developed in the 1950s under layers of secrecy and deniability—only now it was 

out in the open, without fear of prosecution.”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism 
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101.] “Thomas Friedman, in his best-selling book The Lexus and the Olive Tree, declared 

that what happened in Asia wasn’t a crisis at all. “I believe globalization did us all a 

favor by melting down the economies of Thailand, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

Mexico, Russia, and Brazil in the 1990s, because it laid bare a lot of rotten practices 

and institutions,”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    

 

102.] “Creative destruction is our middle name, both within our own society and abroad. 

We tear down the old order every day, from business to science, literature, art, 

architecture, and cinema to politics and the law … . They must attack us in order to 

survive, just as we must destroy them to advance our historic mission. —Michael 

Ledeen, The War Against the Terror Masters, 2002”  

― Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism    


